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Abstract
A central issue within any distributed computer environment is how to control and

manage running applications. This paper presents an implementation of a framework
for control and management of distributed applications and components using IP-
multicast. The framework allows for easy and scalable control of single applications,
groups of applications or parts of applications using a new agent based architecture.
Messaging is done using the Control Bus and the Scalable Reliable Real-time Trans-
fer Protocol for reliable distribution of data. The paper presents how this framework
is integrated into Java based applications and how developers specify access points.
The paper also presents an application called multicast Manager - mManager, a Java
implementation that provides a user interface to the framework. The mManager
allows administrators to get an overview of currently running applications and if
necessary control these applications. The paper presents example usage scenarios
where the framework is used to create bandwidth adaptive applications and better
group awareness.
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1. Introduction
The number of deployed applications on the Internet and within organizations in-
creases every day. This leads to a need for easy and scalable control and manage-
ment of these applications. Reference [1] presents a scalable and secure framework
for integrating remote control of distributed applications. This paper presents an
implementation of this framework.

The rest if this section presents a summary of the control and management frame-
work. Section 2. presents the architecture and implementation of the framework and
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Figure 1: Example agent based applications. Note, that the same agents are reused
in different applications.

the multicast Manager - mManager application. Section 3. presents how the work
presented in this paper can be utilized in real world situations. Section 4. presents
some related work and the paper is concluded with a summary in section 5.

1.1 The Management and Control Framework

Reference [1] presents a framework for control and management of software appli-
cations. It allows applications to distribute messages in a scalable way, with regard
to both the number of applications currently running and the available control band-
width. This is done using IP-multicast, a messaging platform called the Control Bus
- CB (see below) [2] and a reliable multicast protocol - SRRTP [3]. Note, that the
whole framework is designed without any special requirements from the underlying
transport mechanism as long as it is transport reliable and uses IP-multicast (unicast
can be used but the framework then becomes much less scalable).

The frameworks basic assumption is that applications are built following an agent
based architecture, where applications consist of a number of different agents that
each encapsulate a separate functionality. For instance, a video-agent would be re-
sponsible for capturing and displaying video data and a database-agent would act as
an interface to a database-engine. Numerous agents can and are normally deployed
within one and the same application. Figure 1 shows some example agent based ap-
plications (especially note, how the same agents are being reused in several different
applications).

The novel usage of IP-multicast for management and control creates a mobile and
scalable framework that can be used for a number of different applications.

Framework Requirements

A number of requirements were set up for the framework. This section presents these
requirements and how they were addressed in the framework design.

The framework have to support large groups of applications, both for report-
ing and control. This have been addressed by using IP-multicast for both
control and reporting. Also, the delay between messages is dynamically cal-
culated based on the current number of members in a session and the currently
available bandwidth.
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The framework have to support efficient control of groups of applications with-
out the need to send control messages to each application explicitly.The
control bus allows single messages to be addressed to more than one appli-
cation/agent.

The framework have to protect users from unauthorized control of their ap-
plications. This have been addressed by including support for asymmetric
cryptography and digital signatures.

The framework have to allow developers to easily insert access points in their
software. This have only been addressed from a Java perspective where a
simple but powerful API have been defined.

The framework should be as independent of the underlying software and trans-
port technology as possible.The whole framework is independent of the un-
derlying transport mechanism but requires IP-multicast for scalability.

The framework should allow for scalable resource discovery of both available
control objects and controllable variables and methods in these objects.This
have been addressed by allowing controllable agents to announce themselves
and provide information about available access points.

The Control Bus

The framework provides a so calledControl Bus - CB[2] for agent messaging and
interaction. This section presents the control bus as it is very central to the framework
and the further work presented in this paper.

The CB is designed for transmitting messages both within and between different
instances of applications. The control bus is not tied into any specific transport mech-
anism but it is designed to be used together with any underlying reliable transport
protocol.

The format of the CB messages are based on the message formats presented in
[4] and [5]. Each message is completely text based and a message consists of four
sections:

1. Thefrom sectionwhich identifies the sender uniquely. The address field con-
sists of four parts:Host / CB-id / Agent-type / Instance .

2. Theto sectionwhich identifies the destination of the message. The address
format is the same as for the from section with the exception that any part can
be replaced with a wild-card. This allows for simple and dynamic addressing
of messages where a message can be directed to a single agent, all applications
within a session or a group of agents independently of which application they
reside in.

3. Themessage id sectionwhich together with the from section forms a unique
identifier within the session. This section consist of a sequence number that is
increased for each transmitted message.

4. Themessage sectionwhich contains the message itself.

The traffic on the CB can be both one-way and two-ways, i.e., messages can be of
the information-type where an agent is announcing something and is not expecting
any response or it can be a request for more information where the requesting agent
is expecting a response.
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To simplify the protocol only text based arguments and values are allowed. If
a specific application needs another type, then that application has to take care of
conversion to and from a text representation. The use of a simple and pure textual
message format makes it easier to create a platform independent messaging system.
It also makes it easier to integrate the control bus into existing applications. As the
target of this work is to create a framework that should support developers in the
process of creating new distributed applications, the choice of using a text based
protocol also makes it easier for developers to debug their applications and make
them more stable.

Of course, there is a cost of using text based messages, both in processing and
in the amount of bandwidth used but remember that the focus here is to support the
transportation of small information reports and occasional control messages. There-
fore, it is argued that the overhead in converting the messages between application
specific formats and their corresponding textual CB representation can be neglected.
For an evaluation of the amount of bandwidth needed for control and management,
see [1].

Resource Discovery

We now continue with discussing the resource discovery and actual basic messages
needed in the framework. There are two aspects of resource discovery, finding the
actual agents to control and finding out what control messages they support.

An important aspect is to be able to find which agents are available within a
certain group. Administrators should not have to keep track of which users use which
applications and when. This process is supported by thealive message which
requests all agents to return a short answer if they exist and theinfo-request
describe message for retrieving a textual description of the agent. This allows
the administrator to dynamically build a list over currently active agents.

In difference from SNMP [6] reference [1] propose that every controllable agent
should be able to supply information about which variables are controllable in that
particular agent. This leads to a dynamic environment where every agent can evolve
and be further supported with new control functionality as needed. The alternative
would be to define all controllable variables and accessible methods in definition
documents and very rarely change these. [1] argue that this creates a stale environ-
ment that puts to much demand on the design phase instead of allowing developers
to extend the interface as needed and promoting an evolving environment. This dis-
covery process is supported by theinfo-request describe-all message
which requests a summary of all supported commands. Each command can be either
write-enabled, read-enabled or both. The framework does not separate commands
from get/set of variables in an agent. A command invocation is modeled as a set
(with or without arguments).

Finally, the control and management framework must contain messages for ac-
tually invoking the get and set methods and these are calledget-request and
set-request .

Figure 2 show a number of example messages with corresponding control bus
headers. Using these basic messages more information about the agent of interest
and information about which methods it supports can easily be found.

2. The Management and Control Framework Implementation
This section presents the architecture and implementation of the framework and the
multicast Manager application. The implementation is realized using the Java pro-
gramming language and environment.
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130.240.194.245/2345/mManager/45663 */2345/net/*
7 Alive

130.240.64.42/2345/net/33664 130.240.194.245/2345/mManager/45663
73 OK 7 Alive

130.240.64.54/2345/net/883243 130.240.194.245/2345/mManager/45663
22 OK 7 Alive

130.240.64.97/2345/net/43526 130.240.194.245/2345/mManager/45663
983 OK 7 Alive

130.240.194.245/2345/mManager/45663 130.240.64.42/2345/net/33664
8 info-request describe

130.240.64.42/2345/net/33664 130.240.194.245/2345/mManager/45663
74 info-reply 8 mStar network agent

130.240.194.245/2345/mManager/45663 */2345/audio/*
9 set-request size-ms 40

130.240.194.245/2345/mManager/45663 */2345/video/*
10 set-request fps 15

Figure 2: Example CB messages.top: resource discovery.middle: information
request. bottom: invoking methods in several agents (note, that no answer or
acknowledgment is sent as the underlying mechanism is expected to be reliable.
Also note, that the Hollerith-encoding is omitted for readability reasons).

The internal structure of the control bus implementation is shown in figure 3.
Every agent logically have its owncontrol bus (CB)object that acts as an interface
to the control bus itself. Messages to and from each agent is passed through this
control bus object. Every CB object is registered with theinternal multicast emulator
which logically propagates messages from a sender, to any number of registered
listeners. Next is thecontrol bus proxywhich checks if messages should leave/enter
the application or if they should be stopped in the proxy. Messages being sent from
one agent to e.g. all other agents within the same application should not be sent out
over the network. Finally, we have thenetwork control interfacetakes care of all
the communication over the network and the Internet. Note, that the network control
interface is actually an agent of its own and have its own CB object. This allows for
control and monitoring of different network related parameters.

2.1 Control Bus Registration

Every agent have to register itself to the control bus manager to be accessible via the
control bus. This is done by creating a new CB object and providing a textual de-
scription of the agent. For instance, the network agents registration looks as follows:

String desc = "This is the network agent that handles"
+ "incoming and outgoing messages. It parses "
+ "and composes RTP and RTCP packets.";

cb = new CB(this, "cb", "net", this.hashCode(), desc);

The agent registers which object should be called and the call-back identifier that
should be used when a non-handled control bus message is received.
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Figure 3: The internal architecture of the control bus Java implementation.

2.2 Agent Access Point Registration

Agents that provide access to certain access points have to register these through the
Control Bus interface. For every access point, the agent have to provide seven dif-
ferent arguments: the name of the access point; a textual description; the object that
contains an instance of the access point; the name of the get-method; the name of the
set-method; the number of arguments that the set-method requires; and a textual de-
scription of which arguments the set-method requires. The following code-examples
from the the network agent shows the registration of two different access points:

// First create a control bus access handler. Only one // needed per
agent. CBAccessHandler cbacchandler = new CBAccessHandler();

// TTL: Set/Get of the current TTL used for a connection.
CBAccess cbacc = new CBAccess();
cbacc.setAll("TTL", "The current TTL used.", this,

"getTTL", "setTTL", 1, "0-255");
cbacchandler.addCBAccess(cbacc);
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// Address: Get of the current network destination
// address used for a connection. Note that there is
// no set-method as the destination address cannot
// be changed.
cbacc = new CBAccess();
cbacc.setAll("Address",

"The current network address used.",
this, "getAddress", null, 0, "IP-address");

cbacchandler.addCBAccess(cbacc);

These access-point methods will be called automatically when a corresponding
control bus message is received. That is, if the following message is received

set-request 3HTTL 2H64

thesetTTL method is called in the object specified when the method was registered.
Note, that the arguments are Hollerith-encoded to allow for any characters in the
access point names and arguments. A Hollerith string simply consists of three parts:
1: the length of the data; 2: the letter ’H’; 3: the actual data to encode.

Pre-defined Agent Access Points

There exists a number of pre-defined access points that can be accessed in any regis-
tered agent.

alive which returns an ok-messages signaling that the agent exists and is
available for interaction. This is used for resource discovery.

info-request variables which returns information about either all
available access points or one specific access point (if a third argument is pro-
vided).

info-request describe returns a description of either the agent or a
access point.

info-request numargs returns the number of arguments a specific ac-
cess point requires.

info-request values return a textual description of which arguments a
access point takes.

get-request invokes the get-method if available in a access point.

set-request invokes the set-method if available in a access point.

These different pre-defined access points are used by remote manager applica-
tions to build a view over a certain application and/or agent. This provides for a
generic environment where information about available access points can be built on
demand and agents can be further extended without updating some common defini-
tion document.

2.3 Example Access Points in the mStar Environment

Since 1995 we (CDT) have been developing themStar environment[7] which is an
environment for scalable and effective distribution of real-time media and data be-
tween a large number of users. mStar is a shared environment that can be used for a
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number of different distance-spanning activities such as net-based learning (distance-
education) and distributed collaborative team-work. It includes support for a number
of different media including audio, video, shared whiteboard, distributed presenta-
tions using the World Wide Web and much more. It also supports on-demand record-
ing and playback of sessions using either unicast or IP-multicast. The idea and need
for a management framework came from the daily usage of the mStar environment
at CDT. (Note, that the mStar environment is now being commercialized and sold
under the name MarratechPro by the company Marratech AB in Sweden.)

Tables 1, 2 and 3 presents a number of example access points that are currently
being used within different mStar applications.

Table 1: Example video grabber access points

Name Values Description

transmit on/off start/stop transmission
format H261/H263/JPEG/NV set video format

bps 0- set the current bandwidth to be used
max bps 0- set the maximum allowed bandwidth

fps 0-30 set how frames per second should be sent
device 0- set which device to use

Table 2: Example network access points

Name Values Description

address IP-number get the address of a connection
port port-number get the port-number of a connection
TTL 0-255 get/set the TTL of a connection

bytessent 0- number of bytes sent on a connection
packetsreceived 0- number of packets received on a connection

numberof members 0- number of known members on a connection

Table 3: Example mWeb access points

Name Values Description

currenturl URL get the current URL being displayed
displayurl URL request others to display a URL

history back none go back in the URL history
history forward none go forward in the URL history

sethistory list:URLs set the contents of the URL history

These of course not all access points but some of the more used ones. These
access points allow for easy integration of existing agents into new applications.
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Figure 4: The mManager main user interface showing a number of active agents
in a audio/video conferencing application.

2.4 The multicast Manager - mManager

To utilize the control and management framework and administrate running appli-
cations, a program called the multicast Manager - mManager have been developed.
The mManager gives the administrator an overview over currently running applica-
tions and their agents. It also allows administrators to control these applications. The
mManager application is also implemented using the Java programming language.
Figure 4 show parts of the user interface of the mManager application.

The list over currently active agents within a specific session (different applica-
tions are members of different sessions and can by that be separated from each other)
is gathered by sending out an alive-message to the network-agent of every applica-
tion. As answers are received, information about all control bus active applications
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are found and for each of these another directed alive-message is sent to each ap-
plication. When the user requests more information about a certain agent that infor-
mation is fetched first when needed. The information is of course cached locally for
potential further access. As new users join the session (by starting instances of the
application), information about active agents is gathered dynamically. This makes
the list over active agents current and automatically updated over time.

From the mManager the user can interact with any access point in a single agent,
groups of agents or all agents within a session.

3. Usage Scenarios
This section presents a number of usage scenarios of how the management and con-
trol environment can be and is being used.

Session Membership Management

The mStar environment can be used for light-weight desktop conferencing. It allows
any user that have access to the application to transmit audio and video within a
session.

Using the control and management framework, administrators can get an overview
of the members of a session and they can control who within the session should be
able to transmit. This can be controlled in real-time on a user by user basis.

Better Perceived Quality of Service using Adaptive Applications

The framework can be used to control the maximum allowed bandwidth within a
session when it is noticed that the total utilization of the involved networks gets
above a specific level. Together with automatic filters the framework can be used for
creating abetter perceived Quality of Service environmentwhere a control process
allocates bandwidth to session as needed and control applications so they cannot
utilize more network bandwidth than allowed. Earlier this have only been possible
using static configurations and control by an operator. Now it can be controlled
dynamically in real-time depending on other concurrent sessions. This creates a set
of adaptive applications that better utilizes the available bandwidth and scales to a
larger number of simultaneous usersand sessions as over-utilization by a greedy
user/application can be prevented.

Imagine a network setup with four hosts where host A, B and C are running mul-
timedia applications and X is the controller. The total bandwidth is set to 400 Kbps
for all sessions on the network. Host A belong to session 1 and hosts B and C belong
to session 2. Session 1 has 25% (max 100 Kbps) of the total bandwidth allocated
to it. Initially only host A is active and it is transmitting with a bandwidth of 600
Kbps which is above the allowed maximum. The controller gets information about
this via the regular reports and changes the transmit bandwidth of A to 400 (as no-
body else is currently transmitting, A gets all available bandwidth allocated to it)
Kbps via a control bus message. Next B and C joins and both start transmitting at
the same time. The controller now lowers the bandwidth of A to 100 and sets the
maximum allowed bandwidth for B and C to 150 Kbps each. After a short while
the controller notices that host B is only transmitting with a bandwidth of 50 Kbps
(the user selected to only transmit with this bandwidth) and therefore increases the
available bandwidth for host C to 250 Kbps. When host A later leaves the session the
controller reallocates the bandwidth from session 1 to session 2 and sets the maxi-
mum allowed bandwidth of C to 350 Kbps (note, that host B is still only transmitting
with a bandwidth of 50 Kbps).
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The framework can easily be used by applications to retrieve information about
the currently allowed maximum bandwidth when the application starts. Instead of
building this logic for adaptive applications into the applications themselves it can
easier be controlled in real-time what policy should be used at a specific moment and
installation.

Better Group Awareness

The mStar environment can be used as anelectronic corridorwhere every user that
wants1 transmits a low bit-rate video stream from their office. This allows for their
colleagues to peak into their offices and get a view of what they are currently do-
ing. This can be used for seeing if the other party is available or not before trying
to contact him/her. It can also be used to create better awareness in a distributed
group environment where users geographically separated (e.g., working in different
offices or from their homes) can see if their colleagues are working as well. In the
existing mStar system every user sends the amount of video they decide themselves,
independently if anyone is actually viewing the video-stream or not.

Using the control framework the receiving mStar instance should instead notify
the other party’s application when the local user is looking on a particular stream.
When the other, remote application gets notified it should increase the amount of
bandwidth used for that particular video stream. Further, the more users viewing the
same video stream the higher bandwidth should be allocated to that stream.

The same concept can of course be used for real-time electronic meetings and
lectures where the current number of viewers controls the relative bandwidth of a
specific video stream. Note, that this example differs in its architecture from the
earlier one in that it does not have any manager process controlling the session but
instead all control is handled within the session itself.

4. Related Work
This section presents some related work to the work presented in this paper.

Simple Network Control Protocol - SNMP

TheSimple Network Control Protocol - SNMP[8, 6] is designed for control of net-
work elements and basic applications. It is designed with a ’polling’ architecture
in mind meaning that the managing software have to request information from each
element to be monitored. This architecture allows managers to get information from
a monitored object and set variables in that object.

SNMP includes support for so called trap’s where a manager can request to be
notified when some predefined situation occurs. A restriction with these trap’s are
that they cannot be defined dynamically but the manager has to rely on predefined
trap’s. Note, that although this trap mechanism exists the normally used part of the
SNMP mechanism is still only the “get/set” functionality.

As SNMP is designed to control a single element at a time, it is not really suitable
for controlling large groups of real-time applications. Another important aspect not
supported by SNMP is resource discovery. Further, every user that want to control

1It is outside the scope of this paper to discuss why users would want to send video from their offices
but experience have shown that camera shyness can be overcome after the added value to a distributed
working environment is understood and that the purpose isnot for the boss to monitor the employees but
to support the daily teamwork.
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and fetch information from a device have to have a corresponding definition doc-
ument called a management information base to know what variables are actually
available in the device to be controlled.

The Service Management System - SMS

The designers ofthe Service Management System - SMS[9] argue that the poll-
architecture of SNMP causes managers to often notice problems too late as the object
in trouble cannot notify its manager about its condition. The creators of the SMS
system try to approach this problem by creating an architecture where each managed
object is encapsulated by a SMS wrapper which marshals commands to and from the
managed object. The wrapper has a SMS agent to aid it with automatic handling of
certain situations. This SMS agent can be controlled by a set of rules (defined using
the so calledService Management Agent Programming language - SMAP) to react
on information provided by the SMS wrapper.

Although this architecture seems promising it does not include support for re-
source discovery, information reporting and scalable control of large groups of ap-
plications.

The Conference Control Channel Protocol - CCCP

Reference [4] presents theConference Control Channel Protocol -CCCPwhich is a
protocol for control of distributed multimedia applications. It consists of a text based
message protocol for primarily control. The CCCP is similar to the work presented
in this paper but differs in that we focus on a wider range of applications than just the
group of conferencing applications and not only real-time control but also scalable
reporting of information.

Reference [5] presents a similar message platform but that one is even more con-
strained and only target the problem of how to communicate between similar appli-
cations within a single host.

Java Specific Platforms for Distributed Applications

There exits a number of proposals for Java based architectures for distributed ap-
plications such as the InfoBus [10], JavaSpaces [11] and iBUS [12]. Some are very
promising and flexible but they all make one large assumption on their programmatic
environment and that is that they are very tightly integrated with the Java program-
ming language and its runtime environment, They all assume that they have access
to features that are very specific to the Java environment, such as Java-events and/or
serialization (binary representation of Java runtime objects). This assumption makes
these frameworks virtually unusable in other environments.

Other Potential Control and Management Technologies

Several other technologies could be used as the underlying mechanism (such as
Corba [13], MPEG-4 DMIF [14], and SS7 [15]) but during our investigations we
have found that all of these are either not scalable enough (centralized solutions
where the central point becomes a bottle-neck) or to specific to their original design
domain.
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5. Summary and Conclusion
This paper presents the architecture and implementation of the framework for control
and management of software applications as presented in [1]. It allows applications
to distribute messages in a scalable way, with regard to both the number of appli-
cations currently running and the available control bandwidth. This is done using
IP-multicast, a messaging platform called the Control Bus (CB) and a reliable mul-
ticast protocol (SRRTP). Note, that the whole framework is designed without any
special requirements from the underlying transport mechanism as long as it is trans-
port reliable and uses IP-multicast (unicast can be used but the framework becomes
much less scalable then).

The novel usage of IP-multicast for management and control creates a mobile
and scalable framework that can be used for a number of different applications. We
presented an evaluation of the bandwidth usage and the total delay for doing control
tasks.

The paper presents the Java based implementation and how programmers can
interface the framework . To utilize the control and management framework and ad-
ministrate running applications, a program called the multicast Manager - mManager
have been developed. The mManager gives the administrator an overview over cur-
rently running applications and their agents. It also allows administrators to control
these applications.

We presented how the framework can be used for creating better group awareness
in a distributed real-time environment. Further, it was presented how the environ-
ment can be used to create a better perceived Quality-of-Service environment for
distributed media applications where bandwidth is dynamically allocated between
active sessions and the total amount of used bandwidth is controlled automatically
by a control process. These different usage scenarios show that the framework is
flexible and can be used for a number of different applications.

The framework is currently being evaluated in the industry so it is too early to
draw any final conclusions about its practical usability but initial tests show that it
works and is powerful enough to be used in real deployed application in the industry
(note, that the CB and the SRRTP have both been used in large scale earlier in other
contexts and applications for several years and should therefore be considered as
stable).

The work presented in this paper is based on requests from both academia and
industry. We believe that this framework simplifies the administration and control of
large groups of distributed applications and real-time multimedia sessions.
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